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A West coast “Light Delivery” Emerges
Hi Builders,
Scheduled to make an unveiling at the recent West coast Regional HCRB Meet held
at the famed LeMay Family Convention Grounds on August 30, 2014, this awesome
facsimile of the 1904 Oldsmobile Light Delivery Vehicle had been completely fabricated by
the builder and owner, Mike Chambers of Sultan, Washington.
The First official Meet for West coast Members of the Horseless Carriage Replica
Group, was plagued by intense rain and on the scheduled weekend it was to take place.
Even though the Meet went forward, Mike felt it best to not expose his creation of over three
years building to so much humidity the first time shown.
The beauty, having a completely wooden based body, would have to wait a bit
longer to be exposed to the public, affording Mike to add some needed finishing touches
that would have been delayed until after the Meet.
As said “all’s well that ends well”…Having the extra time, Mike has finally completed
his project and has decided to share it with the readers of the HCR News. Mike entered his
HCR in a local car show, featuring many later built Detroit vehicles and was awarded his
first win. A fitting beginning to a bright future in the winner’s circle…Mikes article and
beautiful pictures begin on the next page…Enjoy!

My 1904 Oldsmobile Light Delivery, History Revisited.
By Mike Chambers

I knew after helping build an 1899 Locomobile steam car 20 years ago, it would not
be my last build. Finding the Horseless Carriage Replicas web site, attending a HCR meet
in October 2011 in Dallas NC, meeting Lee Thevenet and Gerry Hale and many other
builders, I was hooked again. I met the guys on a sunny Saturday afternoon in Dallas and
upon seeing Gerry’s Pie Wagon knew this was the one for me.

I had just met Earl Brown
another local builder here in
Washington State, he had
made a very nice 1906 Ford
carriage. Inspired by Earl’s
accomplishment, my replica
soon became an obsession
according to my wife Carol.
Working on this build 3
to 4 hours a day I figured it
would take about 18 months,
well it took a bit longer for my
version of the perfect replica,
37 months four days and a
handful of hours later it was
painted and ready for its first
showing.
This build required a lot
of phone calls to Lee and
Gerry at times. The build
package that I received from
Lee Thevenet was insightful
but there were a lot of
questions that came up daily
for the first few months.
The frame was made
from my idea of what was
needed to give it the correct
height, wheel base and ride. I powered it from a Honda 250cc four-stroke engine. Four
forward gears, reverse, electric start and a centrifugal clutch. Converting the Ford model T
rear end to a chain drive was easy with Lee’s build package.

I spent
considerable time
reproducing the front
axle to the exact
dimensions as the
original. Every front-end
part was made by hand
except for the model T
spindles. The springs,
running from front to
rear and spring hangers
are exact reproductions
made in my shop.
The body was
made from clear fir and
¾” Russian Birch. The
wooden body was not
something I was used to
doing, so I got in touch
with my lifelong friend
Lynn Rice. Lynn is a
master carpenter and
took the challenge of
making the body as
close to the original as
possible. Scaling the
hundreds of photos to
get exacting
measurements was over
a month long project in
itself.

My friend James Durrett
and I spent what we call “Green
Carpet Time” working out the
details and configuration of all
mechanical components of the
build. A large green carpet was
on the concrete floor for a bit of
comfort while under, over, and
all around the frame work
during construction. We had
many changes throughout the
mechanical aspect of the build
when it came to how to change
gears from a foot shifter to
cable driven shifter in the cab,
brakes throttle etc, etc.
The split rims were one of the
biggest hurdles. As “barn
found” rims they were
purchased for what I thought
was a deal… Not so… I
strongly suggest builder’s
purchase new split rims from
one of the many suppliers
currently reproducing them.
Too many hours and hours
went into spokes and
straightening rims till they ran
true.

The day we put the
cab onto the frame was a
real memorable time. I
think we spent a couple of
days just pondering what
we had done and how to
proceed. On top of it I was
getting excited about the
“Shake Down Cruise”

Summer of 2014 came
quickly and the parades
and shows planned were
put off, as we could not
finish in time. My wife
Carol stepped up and did
the finish work on the wood
body. She put in about
100 hours of finish work
before we applied the
paint. The white gloves
came out soon after and
we put the carriage
together for the last time.

Our first showing gave us our first trophy. People looked in amazement as I drove
this beauty onto the show arena. Being a replica didn’t bother folks as they just took
pictures and asked the hundreds of questions we all get when showing off our builds.
I am glad it is done except for the gold pin striping due to be finished this fall.
Time to get to know my wife and dog again, pretty sure my dog will remember me…

Mike Chambers
Sultan, WA USA
Where the dust has finally been swept up
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